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About This Game

Asimov is a lowly service mechanoid aboard the interstellar colony ship Eidolon. Carrying hundreds of frozen human colonists
to a new world. When the Eidolon's computer brain malfunctions, it falls to Asimov to undertake a perilous journey through the

bowels of the massive ship to save his robot friends and the precious human cargo.
Mr. Robot is a 3D action-puzzle-adventure-rpg. Inspired by classic filmation games such as Knight Lore and Alien8 and mixed

with 'Ghost Hack' — an abstract RPG in which the player hacks into computer terminals and battles defensive computer
programs.

Over 200 beautifully realised (yet perilous!) rooms.

Over 20 different enemies.

7 friendly robots to aid you in your quest.
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Hack hostile networks in 'ghost hack'.

Solve puzzles.

Numerous medals to unlock.

Discover what has caused all the problems onboard the starship.

Rescue your robot friends and the sleeping human crew and save the mission.
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A weird hybrid of puzzle, action, jump'n'run, RPG and round-based combat (a la HoMaM).

A real gem, and highly enjoyable experience.. I didn't really enjoy this game. It was rather meh. Get the demo before you
consider buying this.. a cute puzzle RPG with a lot of depth. it's Zelda quality. And that's not a complement I would give out
easily.. It's a cute little turn based RPG with a charming story involving robots that have just enough AI as to exude personality
in the way WALL-E's robot characters did. The fighting moves have just enough variation, and anyone that's played a JRPG in
the last 20 years will have no trouble identifying the "physical," "magical" and "AoE" moves. There are some places where you
can choose to grind up character stats by revisiting enemies in cyberspace if needed, but you also seem to be able to pursue the
story without being gated. The "maze" of the ship and platforming are interesting without being overwhelming. The combat has
a bit of a Shadowrun inspired feel to it which will make you grin with nostalgia.

For a cheap little indie RPG it's fun. It's not going to blow your mind, but for a casual time waster it does the job splendidly,
hearkening back to simpler times. Sometimes you just need a break from modern real time RPGs that require 100% of your
focus and engagement, and this game understands that.. It's a fun little platformer puzzle game. The graphics remind me a bit of
Startopia (man, I wish that game was released on Steam) and it has a certain charm. The game uses an isometric camera angle as
well, so it's similar to the latest Megaman games I guess (the Battle Network games). Same goes for the battle system, which is
actually pretty fun. Might be worth it if you have some extra money to spend.

[Rating: 73\/100]. Mr. Robot is pretty awesome. It's a strange combo of oldschool isometric platform game \u00e0 la 8-bit
games like Head Over Heels, and JRPG style fights.. I wasn't expecting an RPG when I downloaded this, since most of the
screenshots are from the platforming sections. But I still got mostly what I expected.
The turn based fighting sections honestly did start to wear on me after a while. And I usually like simple RPGs, but these fights
were so easy that it just became monotonous. I beat the final boss in three turns for crying out loud. Maybe it would have been
better if I played on hard, I don't know. This isn't too much of a problem though since you can just opt to avoid fights if you
want.
The story and the puzzle sections made the game for me. It's got a really neat sort of singularity type of story that I've never seen
in a game before. And I like how you learn more about the characters as the game progresses.
The platforming sections I liked the most, I just wish there were more of them.
Overall I enjoyed the game. But if you're expecting a straight puzzle platformer, or a more in-depth RPG then maybe think
twice before getting it.. There was something really quite gripping about this games story. It's not just moving blocks around, a
real story to it.. There's a lot to like about this game, but platforming in the isometric view was a pain. And when you solve a
puzzle with a lot of block pushing, then botch the platforming and die, it resets all the blocks. Who has time for that? If you're
fairly skilled or very patient, go ahead and try it - it's cool when it's not frustrating.. This is nothing like the TV show.
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An attempt at putting Puzzle Platforming and Traditional RPG gameplay into the same experience. The RPG sections play out
as expected and work fine. The Puzzle Platforming, on the other hand, do not. Using an Xbox 360 controller, the player
character and movable objects slip and slide haphazardly. Movable blocks seem like they're supposed to lock into the squares of
the playfield, but do not more than half the time. Trying these sections with keyboard and mouse feel even worse.. Wasn't
expecting much when I got this as part of a Steam sale, but was pleasantly surprised. A cute little action RPG with some puzzle
elements; reminded me a bit of Super Mario RPG. Has surprisingly good graphics and writing for an indie title from 2007.

8\/10 Would go on robotic misadventures again.. A nice little indie production that creates an alloy of traditional JRPG and
puzzle solving in the spirit of games such as Solstice for the NES.

The exploration and puzzle solving all takes place inside the massive space ship. As a maintenance droid the player possesses no
weapons to defend himself and has to overcome adversity by problem solving and navigation skills. Some of the jumping
puzzles can be agrevating but nothing that feels unfair.

The combat system comes into play whenever a security door or an opponent needs to be hacked. The electronic avatar of the
player character Asimov possesses the capability to attack the security measures of the system he hacks. Over the course of his
adventures he rescues a vide range of avatars that has lost their robotic bodies. They complement Asimovs Jack-of-all-Trades
skills with their specialities.

There is not much innovation about the combat compared to some of the more popular Japanese RPGs out there but it does it
job well and achieves enough strategic depth for the entertainment value in a product of this size.

The way the game is set up it is possible to solve many puzzles forcefully by hacking most of the opposition making the actual
puzzle solving alot easier. A welcome function for players that dont favour jumping skills or the puzzles them selves.

Playtime is between 5 to 15 hours depending on how thorough the ship is searched.. Mr Robot. 10 \/ 10

A little Robot Adventure in 3D world with puzzles
A great game, a wonderfull story and well executed....
I wish we had more games like this : ))
Play at your own speed....

[ secret ]
I really like the sounds that were also used in DeusEx... LOL.... makes me happy : ))
[ \/ secret ]. While I appreciated and enjoyed the 3D isometric platforming aspect of the game (which was admittedly the
majority of the game), it's dragged down horribly by an utterly one-dimensional, boring, repetitive RPG-type combat system, as
well as an uninspired storyline chock full of sci-fi clich\u00e9s. While I was able to look past its flaws enough to finish a
playthrough of the game, in hindsight, as a whole, it's not a game I would recommend.. Mr. Robot is long, the combat is tedious,
the controls are finicky and yet, I keep coming back to it. It's just the right mix of story, puzzle, and combat to be engaging.. I
enjoyed this game. The graphics were good, very old school and enjoyable. I liked the story, the sound and the puzzles. Overall,
I would totally buy this game again.. Solstice 2099
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